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PURPOSE 
The purpose of this report was to 

710 trigger when it is squeezed. 

PROCEDURE 
A Solidworks model of the most rec~ifrft.~Mij§#.hl.}) of the Model 710 trigger 

was used for the analysis. A 0.100 diameter circle wii:~:i®#~!Wd on the face of the trigger 
that contacts the trigger stop screw. Thi§::lt:l'~;s.::;s.:t~M#Jf.#.~:t.iMff in a split face operation on 
that face. A split face operation was pef(i:frfu~~)-Fitiie hoop of the trigger to place a split 
line level with the center of the hoop acrosifth~:;~M#89r the inside of the trigger hoop. 

The model was then importe¢#sing a Pat~s(mij)iftport, into ANSYS. A mesh 
was placed on the model. .{~~;~;~:;~;;··· ····· ··.·.·.·.·.·.·. 

A mesh was placed upon tb,~}'hode([~lemery~):!ivisions on many of the lines were 
manually set to produce an even ~~h of JQ\;ilit 20,@Welements. 

The model was constrairi~tf\#AM$:£s asf~~fows: The trigger was constrained to 
allow rotation about the trigger pivoflk\l'&.{@#:i;@pfacement along the axis of the trigger 
pivot hole was allowed. The Q,,J:QQ::di~1p.etef'fili~ifdhat had been placed on the trigger 
earlier was constrained to d.\$.MMW#.IB@.~ro~nt in the direction normal to the area. 

The nodes along th~!]plit line pfa~\ill).evel with the center of the trigger hoop were 
selected. The load on th~:tffe£ger was app@W:as a force divided among these 43 nodes. 
The loads used in the aniHy$~~::W~rn 20,4Q{)ijld 50 pounds. 

···-:.:.:.:-:-:-:.:.:.:-:-:-:.:<·>· .:.:.:-:-:-:· 

.::~::::::::-.·.· ' ··:.:::::::::::::::::::<·:.····· .. 

CONCLUSIONS ·':::;:::::})::::::::::.· .................. 

The design,~f~his p~'rt \:Mtj:\f~%f a high levels of compressive stress at the top 
ends of the reinfot~fog rib$.J\i.at cirde'the hoop of the trigger. Somewhat lower levels of 
tensile stress ca11:fui'fouo&8pposite these points on the inside of the trigger hoop. 
Compressive str~~$~~:w¥¥.326 ksi, 261 ksi, and 130 ksi for 50, 40, and 20 pound loads, 
with tensile stre~s&:tjtJ@:~i, 157 ksi, and 78.5 ksi, respectively. 

The MITT:i.b. dra\0iii@:f4frN:s part specifies a material of MPIF MIM-2200 with a 
hardness spee'ht'.JifRJt.40 m"i"iiapparent. This hardness spec indicates the material is not 
heat-treated. rhJ'ftfff~ij!!m:!l,:w,i.ng of the part describes no heat treat. Without a heat treat, 
MIM-22.QQ..hll.c~Jl:;y~~~~:~t.f@ffih of 18 ksi and an ultimate strength of42 ksi. 

)J.W~:ii#.~itVi.\rt'Mfaes ·stresses in the analyses performed here were 280 ksi, 230 
ksi, and''ll4:~§J.iforJpads of 50, 40, and 20 pounds, respectively If a linear-static 
situation is as'sUm@fmm~ yielding of the trigger should occur for pulls over 3.2 pounds. 

. :::J;!ii,fi,:i"ifAA of p'eii:'kstresseo. is fairly small and a slight yielding is likely to reduce 
st:r;~~~:'t6Heetit@1~9.r at the point of peak stress. 
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